
ention UPS, and most people envision one of those familiar brown 
trucks with a friendly driver, rumbling around their neighborhood drop- 
ping off parcels. That makes sense. The company's 88,000 brown-clad 

drivers deliver more than 3.75 billion packages annually, an average of 14.8 million 

each day. 
For most of us, seeing a brown UPS truck evokes fond memories of past package 

deliveries. If you close your eyes and listen, you can probably imagine the sound of 
the UPS truck pulling up in front of your home. Even the company's brown color has 
come to mean something special to customers. "We've been referred to for years as 
Big Brown," says a UPS marketing executive. "People love our drivers, they love our 
brown trucks, they love everything we do." Thus was born UPS's current "What Can 
Brown Do for You?" advertising theme. 

For most residential customers, the answer to the question "What can Brown do 
for you?" is pretty simple: "Deliver my package as quickly as possible." But most of 
UPS's revenues come not from the residential customers who receive the packages, 
but from the business customers who send them. And for these business cus- 
tomers, UPS does more than just get Grandma's holiday package there on time. 
Whereas residential consumers might look to "Brown" simply for fast, friendly, low- 
cost package delivery, business customers usually have much more complex needs. 

For businesses, package delivery is just part of a much more complex logistics 
process that involves purchase orders, inventory, order status checks, invoices, pay- 
ments, returned merchandise, and fleets of delivery vehicles. Beyond the physical 
package flow, companies must also handle the accompanying information and money 
flows. They need'3mely information about packages-what's in them, where they're 
currently located, to whom they are going, when they will get there, how much has 
been paid, and how much is owed. UPS knows that for many companies, all these 
work-a-day logistical concerns can be a nightmare. Moreover, most companies don't 
see these activities as strategic competencies that provide competitive advantage. 

That's where Big Brown comes in. These are exactly the things that UPS does best. 
Over the years, UPS has grown to become much more than a neighborhood small 
package delivery service. It is now a $43 billion corporate giant providing a broad 
range of logistics solutions. UPS handles the logistics, allowing customers to focus on 
what they do best. It offers everything from ground and air package distribution, freight 
delivery (air, ocean, rail, and road), and mail services to inventory management, third- 
party logistics, international trade management, logistics management software and 
e-commerce solutions, and even financing. If it has to do with logistics, at home or 



abroad, UPS can probably do it better 
than anyone else can. 

UPS has the resources to handle the 
logistics needs of just about any size 
business. It employs 407,000 people, 
some 92,000 vehicles (package cars, 
vans, tractors, and motorcycles), 600 
aircraft, and about 1,800 warehouse 
facilities in 200 countries. UPS now 
moves an astounding 6 percent of the 
gross domestic product in the United 
States, links 1.8 million sellers with 6.1 
million buyers every day, and processes 
more than 460 million electronic trans- 
actions every week. It serves 90 percent 
of the world population and 99 percent 
of businesses in the Fortune 1000. UPS 
invests $1 billion a year in information 
technology to support its highly synchro- 
nized, by-the-clock logistics services 
and to provide customers with informa- 
tion at every point in the process. 

Beyond moving their packages 

to or from 377 international destinations. For example, although most residential 
customers don't need next-day air service to or from China, many businesses do 
seek help shipping to and from the burgeoning Asian manufacturing zones. UPS 
helps ensure the timely flow of crucial business documents, prototypes, high-value 
goods (such as semiconductors), and emergency repair parts that wing their way 
across the Pacific every day. 

UPS even offers expedited U.S. Customs services, with fast inspection and clear- 
ance processes that help get goods into the country quickly. "When you're trading 
internationally, you're entire investment could be hanging on a single clause," says 
one UPS ad. "We don't get you over oceans, mountains, and deserts only to be 
delayed by Chapter 3, Part 319, Regulation 40-2 of CFR Title 7. . . . Leave the burden 
of global compliance to UPS." 

In addition to shipping and receiving packages, UPS provides a wide range of 
financial services for its business customers. For example, its UPS Capital division will 
handle client's accounts receivable-UPS shippers can choose to be reimbursed 
immediately and have UPS collect payment from the recipient. Other financial ser- 
vices include credit cards for small businesses and programs to fund inventory, equip- 
ment leasing, and asset financing. UPS even bought a bank to underpin UPS Capital's 
operations. 
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At a deeper level, UPS can provide the advice and technical resources needed to help business 
customers large and small improve their own logistics operations. UPS Consulting advises companies 
on redesigning logistics systems to align them better with business strategies. UPS Supply Chain 
Solutions helps customers to synchronize the flow of goods, funds, and information up and down their 
supply chains. UPS Logistics Technologies supplies software that improves customers' distribution 
efficiency, including street-level route optimization, territory planning, mobile delivery execution, real- 
time wireless dispatch, and GPS tracking. 

So, what can Brown do for you? As it turns out, the answer depends on who you are. For its residen- 
tial consumers, UPS uses those familiar chugging brown trucks to provide simple and efficient package 
pickup and delivery services. But in its business-to-business markets, it develops deeper and more 
involved customer relationships. The company's "What Can Brown Do for You?" ads feature a variety of 
business professionals discussing how UPS'S broad range of services makes their jobs easier. But such 
ad promises have little meaning if not reinforced by actions. Says former UPS CEO Jim Kelly, "A brand 
can be very hollow and lifeless . . . if the people and the organization . . . are not 100 percent dedicated 
to living out the brand promise every day." 

For UPS, that means that employees around the world must do more than just deliver packages 
from point A to point B for their business customers. They must roll up their sleeves and work hand in 
hand with customers to help solve their complex logistics problems. More than just providing shipping 

services, they must become strategic logistics pat3ners.l 

Business buyer behavior 
The buying behavior of the 
organizations that buy goods , 

and services for use in the 
production of other products 
and services or for the 
purpose of reselling or renting 
them to others at a profit. 

-' 

Business buying process 
The decision process by 
which business buyers 
determine which products 
and services their 
organizations need lo 
purchase, and then find, 
evaluate, and choose among 
alternative suppliers and ' 
brands. 

In one way or another, most large companies sell to other organizations. Companies such as 
DuPont, Boeing, IBM, Caterpillar, and countless other firms, sell most of their products to 
other businesses. Even large consumer products companies, which make products used by 
final consumers, must first sell their products to other businesses. For example, General Mills 
makes many familiar consumer brands-Big G cereals (Cheerios, Wheaties, Total, Golden 
Grahams); baking products (Pillsbury, Betty Crocker, Gold Medal flour), snacks (Nature 
Valley, Chex Mix, Pop Secret); Yoplait Yogurt; Haagen-Dazs ice cream, and others. But to sell 
these products to consumers, General Mills must first sell them to its wholesaler and retailer 
customers, who in turn serve the consumer market. 

Business buyer behavior refers to the buying behavior of the organizations that buy goods 
and services for use in the production of other products and services that are sold, rented, or 
supplied to others. It also includes the behavior of retailing and wholesaling firms that 
acquire goods to resell or rent them to others at a profit. In the business buying process, busi- 
ness buyers determine which products and services their organizations need to purchase and 
then find, evaluate, and choose among alternative suppliers and brands. Business-to-business 
(B-to-B) marketers must do their best to understand business markets and business buyer 
behavior. Then, like businesses that sell to final buyers, they must build profitable relation- 
ships with business customers by creating superior customer value. 

The business market is huge. In fact, business markets involve far more dollars and items than 
do consumer markets. For example, think about the large number of business transactions 
involved in the production and sale of a single set of Goodyear tires. Various suppliers sell 
Goodyear the rubber, steel, equipment, and other goods that it needs to produce the tires. 
Goodyear then sells the finished tires to retailers, who in turn sell them to consumers. Thus, 

-many sets of business purchases were made for only one set of consumer purchases. ,In addi- 
tion, Goodyear sells tires as original equipment to manufacturers who install them on new 
vehicles, and as replacement tires to companies that maintain their own fleets of company 
cars, trucks, buses, or other vehicles. 

In some ways, business markets are similar to consumer markets. Both involve people who 
assume buying roles and make purchase decisions to satisfy needs. However, business markets 
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Derived demand 
Business demand that 
ultimately comes from 
(derives from) the dehand for 
consumer goods. 

Characteristics of Business 
Markets 

differ in many ways from consumer markets. The main differences, shown in Table 6.1, are in 
market structure and demand, the nature of the buying unit, and the types of decisions and the 
decision process involved. 

I@srke& Sbr7~4et1are and Demand 
i 

The business marketer normally deals with%farfewer but far larger buyers $an the consumer 
marketer does. Even in large business markets, a few buyers often account for most of the pur- 
chasing. For example, when Goodyear sells replacement tires to final consumers, its potential 
market includes the owners of the millions of cars currently in use in the United States and 
around the world. But Goodyear's fate in the business market depends on getting orders from 
one of only a handful of large automakers. Similarly, Black & Decker sells its power tools and 
outdoor equipment to tens of millions of consumers worldwide. However, it must sell these 
products through three huge retail customers-Home Depot, Lowe's, and Wal-Mart-which 
combined account for more than half its sales. 

Business markets are also more geographically concentrated. More than half the nation's 
business buyers are concentrated in eight states: California, New York, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, 
Texas, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. Further, business demand is derived demand-it ulti- 
mately derives from the demand for consumer goods. Hewlett-Packard and Dell buy Intel micro- 
processor chips because consumers buy personal computers. If consumer demand for PCs drops, 
so will the demand for computer chips. 

Therefore, B-to-B marketers sometimes promote their products directly to final con- 
sumers to increase business demand. For example, Intel advertises heavily to personal 
computer buyers, selling them on the virtues of Intel microprocessors. The increased 
demand for Intel chips boosts demand for the PCs containing them, and both Intel and its 
business partners win. 

Similarly, INVISTA promotes DuPont Teflon directly to final consumers as a key branded 
ingredient in  stain-repellent and wrinkle-free fabrics and leathers. You see Teflon Fabric 
Protector hangtags on clothing lines such as Nautica and Tommy Hillfiger and on home fur- 
nishing brands such as K r a ~ e t . ~  By making Teflon familiar and attractive to final buyers, 
INVISTA also makes the products containing it more attractive. 

Many business markets have inelastic demand; that is, total demand for many business 
products is not affected much by price changes, especially in the short run. A drop in the 
price of leather will not cause shoe manufacturers to buy much more leather unless it results 
in  lower shoe prices that, in turn, will increase consumer demand for shoes. 

Finally, business markets have more fluctuating demand. The demand for many busi- 
ness goods and services tends to change more-and more quickly-than the demand for 
consumer goods and services does. A small percentage increase in consumer demand can 
cause large increases in business demand. Sometimes a rise of only 10 percent in  con- 
sumer demand can cause as much as a 200 percent rise in business demand during the 
next period. 

Marketing Structure and Demand 
Business markets contain fewer but' larger buyers. 
Business customers are more geographically concentrated. 
Business buyer demand is derived from final consumer demand. 
Demand in many business markets is more inelastic-not affected as much in the short run  by 
price changes. 
Demand in business markets fluctuates more, and more quickly. 
Nature of the Buying Unit 
Business purchases involve more buyers. 
Business buying involves a more professional purchasing effort. 
Types of Decisions and the Decision Process 
Business buyers usually face more complex buying decisions. 
The business buying process is more formalized. 
In business buying, buyers and sellers work closely together and build long-term relationships. 
.. .. . . . ." .... _. ." ..* *.,_, .- - -.  . __ .- ' . , ' _. ,.._.. . -, .. .--.r l -.-..-I.-.-.-,.. --*'----'.'--' 
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ature of the Buying 

Derived demand: Intel advertises heavily to personal computer buyers, 
selling them on the virtues of Intel microprocessors-both Intel and its 
business partners benefit. 

Supplier development 
Systematic development of 
networks of supplier-partners 
to ensure an appropriate and 
dependable supply of 
products and materials for 
use in making products or 
reselling them to others. 

Compared with consumer purchases, a business 
purchase usually involves more decision parfici- 
pants and a more professional purchasing effort. 
Often, business buying is done by trained purchas- 
ing agents who spend their working lives learning 
how to buy better. The more complex the purchase, 
the more likely it is that several people will partici- 
pate in the decisionmaking process. Buying cornrnit- 
tees made up of technical experts and top manage- 
ment are common in the buying of major goods. 

Beyond this, many companies are now upgrading 
their purchasing functions to "supply management" 
or "supplier development" functions. B-to-B mar- 
keters now face a new breed of higher-level, better- 
trained supply managers. These supply managers 
sometimes seem to know more about the supplier 
company than it knows about itself. Therefore, busi- 
ness marketers must have well trained marketers and 
salespeople to deal with these well trained buyers. 

eeisions and the 

Business buyers usually face more complexc.buying 
decisions than do consumer buyers. purchases often 
involve large sums of money, complex technical and 
economic considerations, and interactions among 
many people at many levels of the buyer's organiza- 
tion. Because the purchases are more complex, busi- 
ness buyers may take longer to make their decisions. 
The business buying process also tends to be more 
formalized than the consumer buying process. Large 
business purchases usually call for detailed product 
specifications, written purchase orders, careful sup- 
plier searches, and formal approval. 

Finally, in the business buying process, the buyer and seller are often much more dependent 
on each other. Consumer marketers are often at a distance fiom their customers. In contrast, 
B-to-B marketers may roll up their sleeves and work closely with their customers during all 
stages of the buying process-fiom helping customers define problems, to finding solutions, to 
supporting after sale operations. They often customize their offerings to individual customer 
needs. In the short run, sales go to suppliers who meet buyers' immediate product and service 
needs. In the long run, however, B-to-B marketers keep a customer's sales by meeting current 
needs and by partnering with customers to help them solve their problems. 

In recent years, relationships between customers and suppliers have been changing horn 
downright adversarial to close and chununy. In fact, many customer companies are now practic- 
ing supplier development, systematically developing networks of supplier-partners to ensure an 
appropriate and dependable supply of products and materials that they will use in making their 
own products or resell to others. For example, Caterpillar no longer calls its buyers "purchasing 
agentsu--they are managers of "purchasing and supplier development." Wal-Mart doesn't have a 
"Purchasing Department," it has a "Supplier Development Department." And giant Swedish fur- 
niture retailer IKEA doesn't just buy fiom its suppliers, it involves them deeply in the process of 
delivering a stylish and affordable lifestyle to IKEA's customers (see Real Marketing 6.1). 

At the most basic level, marketers want to know how business buyers will respond to various 
marketing stimuli. Figure 6.1 shows a model of business buyer behavior. In this model, mar- 
keting and other stimuli &ect the buying organization and produce certain buyer responses. 
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IIG 
A model of 
behavior 

.I 
business buyer 

Straight rebuy 
A business buying situation in 
which the buyer routinely 
reorders something without 
any modifications. 

Modified rebuy 
A business buying situation in 
which the buyer wants to 
modify product specifications, 
prices, terms, or suppliers. 

New task 
A business buying situation in 
which the buyer purchases a 
product or service for the first 
time. 

As with consumer buying, the marketing stimuli for business buying consist of the Four Ps: 
product, price, place, and promotion. Other stimuli include major forces in the environment: 
economic, technological, political, cultural, and competitive. These stimuli enter the organi- 
zation and are turned into buyer responses: product or service choice; supplier choice; order 
quaptities; and delivery, service, and payment terms. In order to design good marketing mix 
strategies, the marketer must understand what happens within the organization to turn stim- 
uli into purchase  response^.^ 

Within the organization, buying activity consists of two major parts: the buying center, 
made up of all the people involved in the buying decision, and the buying decision process. 
The model shows that the buying center and the buying decision process are influenced by 
internal organizational, interpersonal, and individual factors as well as by external environ- 
mental factors. 

The model in Figure 6.1 suggests four questions about business buyer behavior: What 
buying decisions do business buyers make? Who participates in the buying process? What are 
the major influences on buyers? How do business buyers make their buying decisions? 

Pdajor mes of Buying Situations 
There are three major types of buying  situation^.^ At one extreme is the straight rebuy, which 
is a fairly routine decision. At the other extreme is the new task, which may call for thorough 
research. In the middle is the modified rebuy, which requires some research. 

In a straight rebuy, the buyer reorders something without any modifications. It is usually 
handled on a routine basis by the purchasing department. Based on past buying satisfaction, 
the buyer simply chooses from the various suppliers on its list. "In" suppliers try to maintain 
product and service quality. They often propose automatic reordering systems so that the pur- 
chasing agent will save reordering time. "Out" suppliers try to find new ways to add value or 
exploit dissatisfaction so that the buyer will consider them. 

In a modified rebuy, the buyer wants to modify product specifications, prices, terms, or 
suppliers. The modified rebuy usually involves more decision participants than does the 
straight rebuy. The "in" suppliers may become nervous and feel pressured to put their best 
foot forward to protect an account. "Out" suppliers may see the modified rebuy situation as 
an opportunity to make a better offer and gain new business. 

A company buying a product or service for the first time faces a new-task situation. In 
such cases, the greater the cost or risk, the larger the number of decision participants and the 
greater their efforts to collect information will be. The new-task situation is the marketer's 
greatest opportunity and challenge. The marketer not only tries to reach as many>key buying 
influences as possible but also provides help and information. 

The buyer makes the fewest decisions in the straight rebuy and the most in the new-task 
decision. In the new-task situation, the buyer must decide on product specifications, suppli- 
ers, price limits, payment terms, order quantities, delivery times, and service terms. The order 
of these decisions varies with each situation, and different decision participants influence 
each choice. 

Many business buyers prefer to buy a packaged solution, to a problem from-a single 
seller. Instead of buying and putting all the components together, the buyer may ask sell- 
ers to supply the components and assemble the ~ackage or system. The sale often goes to 
the firm that provides the most complete system meeting the customer's needs. Thus, 
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IKEA, the world's largest furni- 
ture retailer, is the quintessential 

global cult brand. Last year, more than 410 
million shoppers flocked to the Scandinavian 
retailer's 236 huge stores in 34 countries, 
generating more than $18 billion in sales. 
Most of the shoppers are loyal IKEA cus- 
tomers-many are avid apostles. From 
Beijing to Moscow to Middletown, Ohio, all 
are drawn to the IKEA lifestyle, one built 
around trendy but simple and practical fur- 
niture at affordable prices. According to 
Business Week: 

Perhaps more than any other com- 
pany in the world, IKEA has become a 
curator of people's lifestyles, if not 
their lives. At a time when consumers 
face so many choices for everything 
they buy, IKEA provides a one-stop 
sanctuary for coolness. IKEA is far 
more than a furniture merchant. It 
sells a lifestyle that customers around 
the world embrace as a signal that 
they've arrived, that they have good 

Giant Swedish furniture retailer IKEA doesn't just buy from its suppliers, it involves them 
deeply in the process of delivering a stylish and affordable lifestyle to IKEA's customers 
worldwide-here in Saudi Arabia. 

taste and recognize value. "If it wasn't for IKEA," writes British 
design magazine Icon, "most people would have no access to 
affordable contemporary design." 

As the world's Ambassador of Kul (Swedish for fun), IKEA is grow- 
ing at a healthy clip. Sales have leapt 3 1  percent in just the past two 
years. IKEA plans to open 19 new megastores this year, including 
outlets in Western China and Japan. In the United States, it plans to 
expand from its current 28 stores to more than 50 stores by 2013. In 
fact, the biggest obstacle to growth isn't opening new stores and 
attracting customers. Rather, it's finding enough of the right kinds of 
suppliers to help design and produce the billions of dollars of goods 
that those customers will carry out of its stores. IKEA currently relies 
on about 1,800 suppliers in more than 50 countries to stock its 
shelves. If the giant retailer continues at its current rate of growth, it 
will need to double its supply network by 2010. "We can't increase by 

more than 20 stores a year because supply is the bottleneck," says 
IKEA's country manager for Russia. 

It turns out that creating beautiful, durable furniture at low 
prices is no easy proposition. It calls for a resolute focus on design 
and an obsession for low costs. IKEA knows that it can't go it alone. 
Instead, it must develop close partnerships with suppliers around 
the globe who can help it develop simple new designs and keep 
costs down. Here's how the company describes its approach, and 
the importance of suppliers: 

To manufacture beautiful, durable furniture at low prices is not 
so easy. . . . We can't do it alone. . . . First we do our part. Our 
designers work with manufacturers to find smart ways to make 
furniture using existing production processes. Then our buy- 
ers look all over the world for good suppliers with the most suit- 
able raw materials. Next, we buy in bulk-on a global scale- 

Systems selling systems selling i s  o f ten  a k e y  business market ing  strategy fo r  w i n n i n g  a n d  h o l d i n g  
Buying a packaged solution accounts. F o r  example,  ChemStat ion  prov ides a complete so lu t i on  f o r  i t s  customers' 
to a problem from a single indust r ia l  cleaning problems: 
seller, thus avoiding all the 
separate decisions involved in ChemStation sells indust r ia l  cleaning chemicals t o  a w ide  range o f  business cus- 

a complex buying situation. tomers, rang ing f r o m  car washes t o  t he  U.S. A i r  Force. Whether a customer i s  
washing d o w n  a f leet or a factory, a store or a restaurant, a dist i l lery or a n  A r m y  
base, ChemStation comes u p  w i t h  the r igh t  cleaning so lu t ion  every t ime. I t  sup- 
p l i es  thousands o f  p roducts  in hundreds o f  industr ies.  B u t  ChemStat ion does 
more than  just sel l  chemicals. First, ChemStation wotks  closely w i t h  each i n d i -  
v i dua l  customer t o  concoct a soap formula  specially designed for that  customer. I t  
has brewed special formulas for  c leaning hands, feathers, eggs, mufflers, flutes, 
per fume vats, cosmetic eye makeup containers, yacht-making molds ,  concrete 
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so that we can get the best deals, and you can get the lowest 
price. Then you do your part. Using the IKEA catalog and visit- 
ing the store, you choose the furniture yourself and pick it up 
at the self-serve warehouse. Because most items are packed 
flat, you can get them home easily, and assemble them your- 
self. This means we don't charge you for things you can easily 
do on your own. So together we save money . . .  for a better 
everyday life. 

At IKEA, design is important. But no matter how good the design, 
a product won't find its way to the showroom unless it's also afford- 
able. IKEA goes to the ends of the earth to find supply partners who 
can help it to create just the right product at just the right price. 
According to the BusinessWeek writer, IKEA "once contracted with 
ski makers-experts in bent wood-to manufacture its Poang arm- 
chairs, and it has tapped makers of supermarket carts to turn out 
durable sofas." 

The design process for a new IKEA product can take up to three 
years. IKEA's designers start with a basic customer value proposition. 
Then, they work closely with key suppliers to bring that proposition to 
market. Consider IKEA's Olle chair, developed in the late 1990s. 
Based on customer feedback, designer Evamaria Ronnegard set out 
to create a sturdy, durable kitchen chair that would fit into any decor, 
priced at $52. Once her initial design was completed and approved, 
IKEA's 45 trading offices searched the world and matched the Olle 
with a Chinese supplier, based on both design and cost efficiencies. 

Together, Ronnegard and the Chinese supplier refined the design 
to improve the chair's function and reduce its costs. For example, the 
supplier modified the back leg angle to prevent the chair from tipping 
easily. This also reduced the thickness of the seat without compro- 
mising the chair's strength, reducing both costs and shipping weight. 
However, when she learned that the supplier planned to use tradi- 
tional wood joinery methods to attach the chair back to the seat, 
Ronnegard intervened. That would require that the chair be shipped 
in a costly L-shape, which by itself would inflate the chair's retail price 
to $58. Ronnegard convinced the supplier to go with metal bolts 
instead. The back-and-forth design process worked well. IKEA intro- 
duced its still-popular Olle chair at the $52 target price. (Through 
continued design and manufacturing refinements, IKEA and its sup- 
plier have now reduced the price to just $29.) 

Throughout the design and manufacturing process, Ronnegard 
was impressed by the depth of the supplier partnership. "My job 
really hit home when I got a call from the supplier in China, who had 
a question about some aspect of the chair," she recalls. "There he 
was, halfway around the world, and he was calling me about my 
chair." Now, Ronnegard is often on-site in China or India or Vietnam, 
working face to face with suppliers as they help to refine her designs. 

Another benefit of close collaboration with suppliers is that they 
can often help IKEA to customize its designs to make them sell better 
in local markets. In China, for example, at the suggestion of a local 
supplier, IKEA stocked 250,000 plastic place mats commemorating 
the year of the rooster. The place mats sold out in only three weeks. 

Thus, before IKEA can sell the billions of dollars worth of products 
its customer covet, it must first find suppliers who can help it design 
and make all those products. IKEA doesn't just rely on spot suppliers 
who might be available when needed. Instead, it has systematically 
developed a robust network of supplier-partners that reliably provide 
the more than 10,000 items it stocks. And more than just buying 
from suppliers, IKEA involves them deeply in the process of design- 
ing and making stylish but affordable products to keep IKEA's cus- 
tomers coming back. Working together, IKEA and its suppliers have 
kept fans like Jen Segrest clamoring for more: 

At least once a year, Jen Segrest, a 36-year-old freelance Web 
designer, and her husband travel 10 hours round-trip from 
their home in Middletown, Ohio, to the IKEA in Schaumburg, 
Illinois, near Chicago. "Every piece of furniture in my living 
room is IKEA-except for an end table, which I hate. And next 
time I go to IKEA I'll replace it," says Segrest. To lure the 
retailer to Ohio, Segrest has even started a blog called OH! 
IKEA. The banner on the home page reads "IKEA in Ohio- ' 

Because man cannot live on Target alone." 

Sources: Extracts, quotes, and other information from Kerry Capell, 
"How the Swedish Retailer Became a Global Cult Brand," 
BusinessWeek, November 14, 2005, p. 103; Shari Kulha, "Behind the 
Scenes at IKEA," The Guardian, September 29, 2005, p. 8; Greta Guest, 
"Inside IKEA's Formula for Global Success," Detroit Free Press, June 3, 
2006; and "Our Vision: A Better Everyday Life," accessed at 
www.i kea .corn, December 2006. 

trucks, oceangoing trawlers,  and  about anyth ing else y o u  can imagine. Next,  
ChemStat ion del ivers the  custom-made m i x t u r e  t o  a tank  i ns ta l l ed  at the  cus- 
tomer's site. Final ly,  i t  maintains the tank b y  moni tor ing  usage and  automatically 
re f i l l ing  the tank w h e n  supplies run low. Thus, ChemStation sells a n  entire sys- 
t e m  for deal ing w i t h  the  customer's special c leaning problems. The  company's 
motto:  "Our system i s  you r  solution!" Partnering w i t h  a n  i nd i v i dua l  customer to 
find a full so lu t ion  creates a last ing relat ionship that  helps ChemStation t o  lock  
ou t  the compet i t ion.  As  n o t e d  in a n  issue o f  Insights, ChemStation's customer 

. . .  newsletter, "Our customers oftentimes think of us as more o f  a partner than a 
supplier." 

Sellers increasingly have recognized that buyers l i ke  th is  method and have adopted 
systems sel l ing as a market ing tool. Systems sel l ing i s  a two-step process. First, the sup- 
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E3 System selling: ChemStation does more than simply supply its 
customers with cleaning chemicals. "Our customers . . . think of us as more 
of a partner than a supplier." 

Buying center 
All the individuals and units 
that play a role in the purchase 
decision-making process. 

Users 
Members of the buying 
organization who will actually 
use the purchased product or 
service. 

lnfiuencers 
People in an organization's 
buying center who affect the 
buying decision; they often 
help define specifications and 
also provide information for 
evaluating alternatives. 

Buyers 
The people in the 
organization's buying center 
who make an actual purchase. 

plier sells a group of interlocking products. For exarn- 
ple, the supplier sells not only glue, but also applica- 
tors and dryers. Second, the supplier sells a system of 
production, inventory control, distribution, and other 
services to meet the buyer's need for a smooth-running 
operation. 

Systems selling is a key business marketing strategy 
for winning and holding accounts. The contract often 
goes to the firm that provides the most complete solution 
to the customer's needs. For example, the Indonesian 
government requested bids to build a cement factory near 
Jakarta. An American firm's proposal included choosing 
the site, designing the cement factory, hiring the con- 
struction crews, assembling the materials and equip- 
ment,' and turning the finished factory over to the 
Indonesian government. A Japanese firm's proposal 
included all of these services, plus hiring and training 
workers to run the factory, exporting the cement through 
their trading companies, and using the cement to build 
some needed roads and new office buildings in Jakarta. 
Although the Japanese firm's proposal cost more, it won 
the contract. Clearly, the Japanese viewed the problem 
not as just building a cement factory (the narrow view of 
systems selling) but of running it in a way that would 
contribute to the country's economy. They took the 
broadest view of the customer's needs. This is true sys- 
tems selling6 

Participants in t e Business Buying Process 
Who does the buying of the trillions of dollars' worth of goods and services needed by busi- 
ness organizations? The decision-making unit of a buying organization is called its buying 
center: all the individuals and units that play a role in the purchase decision-making process. 
This group includes the actual users of the product or service, those who make the buying 
decision, those who influence the buying decision, those who do the actual buying, and those 
who control the buying information. 

The buying center includes all members of the organization who play any of five roles in 
the purchase decision proces7 

Users are members of the organization who will use the product or service. In many cases, 
users initiate the buying proposal and help define product specifications. 

Influencers often help define specifications and also provide information for evaluating 
alternatives. Technical personnel are particularly important influencers. 

Buyers have formal authority. to select the supplier and arrange terms of purchase. Buyers 
may help shape product specifications, but their major role is in selecting vendors and 
negotiating. In more complex purchases, buyers might include high-level officers partici- 
pating in the negotiations. 

Deciders have formal or informal power to select or approve the final suppliers. In routine 
buying, the buyers are often the deciders, or at least the approvers. 

Gatekeepers control the flow of information to others. For example, purchasing agents 
often have authority to prevent salespersons from seeing users or deciders. Other gate- 
keepers include technical personnel and even personal secretaries. 

The buying center is not a fixed and formally identified unit within the buying organiza- 
tion. It is a set of buying roles assumed by different people for different purchases. Within the 
organization, the size and makeup of the buying center will vary for different products and for 
different buying situations. For some routine purchases; one person-say a purchasing 
agent-may assume all the buying center roles and serve as the only person involved in the 
buying decision.Por more complex purchases, the buying center may include 20 or 30 people 
from different levels and departments in the organization. 
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Q Buying Center: Cardinal Health deals with a wide range of buying influences, 
from purchasing executives and hospital administrators to the surgeons who 
actually use its products. 

[Deciders 
People in the organization's 
buying center who have 
formal or informal power to 
select or approve the final 
suppliers. 

Gatekeepers 
People in the organization's 
buying center who control the 
flow of information to others. 

The buying center concept presents a major 
marketing challenge. The business marketer 
must learn who participates in the decision, each 
participant's relative influence, and what evalua- 
tion criteria each decision participant uses. For 
example, the medical products and services 
group of Cardinal Health sells disposable surgi- 
cal gowns to hospitals. It identifies the hospital 
personnel involved in this buying decision as the 
vice president of purchasing, the operating room 
administrator, and the surgeons. Each participant 
plays a diEerent role. The vice president of pur- 
chasing analyzes whether the hospital should 
buy disposable gowns or reusable gowns. If 
analysis favors disposable gowns, then the oper- 
ating room administrator compares competing 
products and prices and makes a choice. This 
administrator considers the gown's absorbency, 
antiseptic quality, design, and cost and normally 
buys the brand that meets requirements at the 
lowest cost. Finally, surgeons affect the decision 
later by reporting their satisfaction or dissatisfac- 
tion with the brand. 

The buying center usually includes some obvious participants who are involved for- 
mally in the buying decision. For example, the decision to buy a corporate jet will probably 
involve the company's CEO, chief pilot, a purchasing agent, some legal staff, a member of top 
management, and others formally charged with the buying decision. It may also involve less 
obvious, informal participants, some of whom may actually make or strongly affect the buy- 
ing decision. Sometimes, even the people in the buying center are not aware of all the buying 
participants. For example, the decision about which corporate jet to buy may actually be 
made by a corporate board member who has an interest in  flying and who knows a lot about 
airplanes. This board member may work behind the scenes to sway the decision. Many busi- 
ness buying decisions result from the complex interactions of ever-changing buying center 
participants. 

Business buyers are subject to many influences when they make their buying decisions. 
Some marketers assume that the major influences are economic. They think buyers will 
favor the supplier who offers the lowest price or the best produd~or the most service. They 
concentrate on offering strong economic benefits to buyers. However, business buyers actu- 
ally respond to both economic and personal factors. Far from being cold, calculating, and 
impersonal, business buyers are human and social as well. They react to both reason and 
emotion. 

Today, most B-to-B marketers recognize that emotion plays an important role in busi- 
ness buying decisions. For example, you might expect that an advertisement promoting 
large trucks to corporate fleet buyers would stress objective technical, performance, and 
economic factors. However, one ad for Volvo heavy-duty trucks shows two drivers arm- 
wrestling and claims, "It solves all your fleet problems. Except who gets to drive." It turns 
out that, in  the face of an industry-wide driver shortage, the type of truck a fleet provides 
can help it to attract qualified drivers. The Volvo ad stresses the raw beauty of the truck 
and its comfort and roominess, features that make it  more appealing to drivers. The ad con- 
cludes that Volvo trucks are "built to make fleets more profitable and drivers a lot more 
pos~essive."~ 

When suppliers' offers are very similar, business buyers have little basis for strictly 
rational choice. Because they can meet organizational goals with any supplier, buyers can 
allow personal factors to play a larger role in their decisions. However, when competing 
products differ greatly, business buyers are more accountable for their choice and tend to pay 
more attention to economic factors. Figure 6.2 lists various groups of influences on business 
buyers-environmental, organizational, interpersonal, and individuaLg 
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Problem recognition 
The first stage of the business 
buying process in which 
someone in the company 
recognizes a problem or need 
that can be met by acquiring 
a good or a service. 

General need description 
The stage in the business 
buying process in which the 
company describes the 
general characteristics arid 
quantity of a needed item. 

Product specification 
The stage of the business 
buying process in which the 
buying organization decides 
on and specifies the best 
technical product 
characteristics for a needed 
item. 

Value analysis 
An approach to cost 
reduction in which 
components are studied 
carefully to determine if they 
can be redesigned, 
standardized, or made by less 
costly methods of production. 
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wear tags that label them as "key decision maker" or "not influential." Nor do buying center 
participants with the highest rank always have the most influence. Participants may influence 
the buying decision because they control rewards and punishments, are well liked, have spe- 
cial expertise, or have a special relationship with other important participants. Interpersonal 
factors are often very subtle. Whenever possible, business marketers must try to understand 
these factors and design strategies that take them into account. 

Each participant in the business buying decision process brings in personal motives, percep- 
tions, and preferences. These individual factors are affected by personal characteristics such 
as age, income, education, professional identification, personality, and attitudes toward risk. 
Also, buyers have different buying styles. Some may be technical types who make indepth 
analyses of competitive proposals before choosing a supplier. Other buyers may be intuitive 
negotiators who are adept at pitting the sellers against one another for the best deal. 

The Business Buying Process 
Figure 6.3 lists the eight stages of the business buying process.1•‹ Buyers who face a new-task 
buying situation usually go through all stages of the buying process. Buyers making modified 
or straight rebuys may skip some of the stages. We will examine these steps for the typical 
new-task buying situation. 

The buying process begins when someone in the company recognizes a problem or need that 
can be met by acquiring a specific product or service. Problem recognition can result from inter- 
nal or external stimuli. Internally, the company-may decide to launch a new product that 
requires new production equipment and materials. Or a machine may break down and need 
new parts. Perhaps a purchasing manager is unhappy with a current supplier's product quality, 
service, or prices. Externally, the buyer may get some new ideas at a trade show, see an ad, or 
receive a call from a salesperson who offers a better product or a lower price. In fact, in their 
advertising, business marketers often alert customers to potential problems and then show how 
their products provide solutions. For example, Kodak Health Imaging ads point out the com- 
plexities of hospital ima,oing and suggest that with Kodak, "complexity becomes clarity." 

Gener&! 3Jeed. Description 
Having recognized a need, the buyer next prepares a general need description that 
describes the characteristics and quantity of the needed item. For standard items, this 
process presents few problems. For complex items, however, the buyer may need to work 
with others-engineers, users, consultants-to define the item. The team may want to rank 
the importance of reliability, durability, price, and other attributes desired in the item. In 
this phase, the alert business marketer can help the buyers define their needs and provide 
information about the value of different product characteristics. 

Prod~x_rc$ Speeific&ion 
The buying'organization next develops the item's technical product specifications, often 
with the help of a value analysis engineering team. Value analysis is an approach to cost 
reduction in which components are studied carefully to determine if they can be 

Stages of the business buying process 
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Picture this: Consolidated Amalgamation, Inc., thinks it's 
time that the rest of the world enjoyed the same fine prod- 
offered American consumers for two generations. It dis- 

patches Vice President Harry E. Slicksmile to Europe, Africa, and Asia 
to explore the territory. Mr. Slicksmile stops first in London, where he 
makes short work of some bankers-he rings them up on the phone. 
He handles Parisians with similar ease: After securing a table at La Tour 
dtArgent, he greets his luncheon guest, the director of an industrial 
engineering firm, with the words, "Just call me Harry, Jacques." 

In Germany, Mr. Slicksmile is a powerhouse. Whisking through a 
lavish, state-of-the-art marketing presentation, complete with flip 
charts and audiovisuals, he shows 'em that this Georgia boy knows 
how to make a buck. Heading on to Milan, Harry strikes up a conver- 
sation with the Japanese businessman sitting next to him on the plane. 
He flips his card onto the guy's tray and, when the two say good-bye, 
shakes hands warmly and clasps the man's right arm. Later, for his 
appointment with the owner of an Italian packaging design firm, our 
hero wears his comfy corduroy sport coat, khaki pants, and Topsiders. 
Everybody knows Italians are zany and laid back. 

Mr. Slicksmile next swings through Saudi Arabia, where he coolly 
presents a potential client with a multimillion-dollar proposal in a classy 
pigskin binder. His final stop is Beijing, China, where he talks business 
over lunch with a group of Chinese executives. After completing the 
meal, he drops his chopsticks into his bowl of rice and presents each 
guest with an elegant Tiffany clock as a reminder of his visit. 

A great tour, sure to generate a pile of orders, right? Wrong. Six 
months later, Consolidated ~malgamation has nothing to show for the 
trip but a stack of bills. Abroad, they weren't wild about Harry. 

This hypothetical case has been exaggerated for emphasis. 
Americans are seldom such dolts. But experts say success in inter- 
national business has a lot to do with knowing the territory and its 
people. By learning English and extending themselves in other ways, 
the world's business leaders have met Americans more than halfway. 
In contrast, Americans too often do little except assume that others 
will march to their music. "We want things to be 'American' when we 
travel. Fast. Convenient. Easy. So we become 'ugly Americans' by 

American companies must help their managers understand 
international customers and customs. For example, Japanese people 
revere the business card as an extension of self-they do not hand it 
out to people, they present it. 

redesigned, standardized, o r  made b y  less costly methods of product ion.  The team decides 
o n  the best p roduc t  characteristics and  specifies t hem accordingly. Sellers, too, can use 
value analysis as a t oo l  t o  he lp  secure a n e w  account. B y  showing buyers a better w a y  to  
make a n  object, outside sellers can turn straight rebuy situations i n t o  new-task situations 
that give them a chance to  obtain n e w  business. 

Supplier s e a r ~ h  The buyer n o w  conducts a supplier search to find the best vendors. The buyer can compi le a 
The stage of the business smal l  l i s t  o f  qual i f ied suppliers b y  reviewing trade directories, doing computer searches, or 
buying process in which the phoning other companies for  recommendations. Today, more and more companies are turning 
buyer tries to find the best to the Internet to find suppliers. For marketers, th is has leveled the playing field-the Internet 
vendors. gives smaller suppliers many o f  the same advantages as larger competitors. 

The newer the buy ing task, and the more complex and costly the item, the greater the 
amount o f  t ime the buyer w i l l  spend searching for suppliers. The supplier's task i s  t o  get 
l is ted in major directories and build a good reputation in the marketplace. Salespeople should 
watch for companies in the process o f  searching for suppliers and make certain that their firm 
is  considered. 
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demanding that others change," says one American world trade 
expert. "I think more business would be done if we tried harder." 

Poor Harry tried, all right, but in all the wrong ways. The British do 
not, as a rule, make deals over the phone as much as Americans do. 
It's not so much a "cultural" difference as a difference in approach. A 
proper Frenchman neither likes instant familiarity-questions about 
family, church, or alma mater-nor refers to strangers by their first 
names. "That poor fellow, Jacques, probably wouldn't show anything, 
but he'd recoil. He'd not be pleased," explains an expert on French 
business practices. "It's considered poor taste," he continues. "Even 
after months of business dealings, I'd wait for him or her to make the 
invitation [to use first names]. . . .  You are always right, in Europe, to 
say 'Mister.' " 

Harry's flashy presentation would likely have been a flop with the 
Germans, who dislike overstatement and showiness. According to 
one German expert, however, German businessmen have become 
accustomed to dealing with Americans. Although differences in body 
language and customs remain, the past 20 years have softened 
them. "I hugged an American woman at a business meeting last 
night," he said. "That would be normal in France, but [older] 
Germans still have difficulty [with the customl." He says that calling 
secretaries by their first names would still be considered rude: "They 
have a right to be called by the surname. You'd certainly ask-and 
get-permission first." In Germany, people address each other for- 
mally and correctly-someone with two doctorates (which is fairly 
common) must be referred to as "Herr Doktor Doktor." 

When Harry Slicksmile grabbed his new Japanese acquaintance 
by the arm, the executive probably considered him disrespectful and 
presumptuous. Japan, like many Asian countries, is a "no-contact 
culture" in which even shaking hands is a strange experience. Harry 
made matters worse by tossing his business card. Japanese people 
revere the business card as an extension of self and as an indicator of 
rank. They do not hand it to people, they present it-with both 
hands. In addition, the Japanese are sticklers about rank. Unlike 
Americans, they don't heap praise on subordinates in a room; they 
will praise only the highest-ranking official present. 

Proposal solicitation 
The stage of the business 
buying process in which the 
buyer invites qualified 
suppliers to submit proposals. 

Supplier selection 
The stage of the business 
buying process in which the 
buyer reviews proposals and 
selects a supplier or 
suppliers. 

Hapless Harry also goofed when he assumed that Italians are like 
Hollywood's stereotypes of them. The flair for design and style that has 
characterized Italian culture for centuries is embodied in the busi- 
nesspeople of Milan and Rome. They dress beautifully and admire 
flair, but they blanch at garishness or impropriety in others' attire. 

To the Saudi Arabians, the pigskin binder would have been con- 
sidered vile. An American salesman who really did present such a 
binder was unceremoniously tossed out and his company was black- 
listed from working with Saudi businesses. In China, Harry's casually 
dropping his chopsticks could have been misinterpreted as an act of 
aggression. Stabbing chopsticks into a bowl of rice and leaving them 
signifies death to the Chinese. The clocks Harry offered as gifts might 
have confirmed such dark intentions. To "give a clock" in Chinese 
sounds the same as "seeing someone off to his end." 

Thus, to compete successfully in global markets, or even to deal 
effectively with international firms in their home markets, companies 
must help their managers to understand the needs, customs, and 
cultures of international business buyers. "When doing business in a 
foreign country and a foreign culture-particularly a non-Western 
culture-assume nothing," advises an international business special- 
ist. "Take nothing for granted. Turn every stone. Ask every question. 
Dig into every detail. Because cultures really are different, and those 
differences can have a major impact." So the old advice is still good 
advice: When in Rome, do as the Romans do. 

Sources: Portions adapted from Susan Harte, "When in Rome, You 
Should Learn to Do What the Romans Do," The Atlanta Journal- 
Constitution, January 22, 1990, pp. Dl, D6. Additional examples can be 
found in David A. Ricks, Blunders in International Business Around ?he 
World (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2000); Terri Morrison, . 

Wayne A. Conway, and Joseph J. Douress, Dun & Bradstreet's Guide to 
Doing Business (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000); Jarne K. 
Sebenius,."The Hidden Challenge of Cross-Border Negotiatons," Harvard 
Business Review, March 2002, pp. 76-85; Ross Thompson, "Lost in 
Translation," Medical Marketingand Media, March 2005, p. 82; and 
information accessed at www.executiveplanet.com, December 2006. 

In the proposal solicitation stage o f  the business buy ing process, the buyer invites qualif ied 
suppliers to submit proposals. In response, some suppliers w i l l  send only a catalog or a sales- 
person. However, when  the i t e m  i s  complex or  expensive, the buyer w i l l  usual ly require 
detailed wr i t ten  proposals or formal presentations f rom each potential supplier. 

Business marketers must  be ski l led in researching, writ ing, and presenting proposals in 
response to buyer proposal solicitations. Proposals should be marketing documents, not  just 
technical documents. Presentations should inspire confidence and should make the mar- 
keter's company stand out f rom the competition. 
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The members o f  the buy ing center n o w  review the proposals and select a supplier or suppli- 
ers. Dur ing  supplier selection, the buy ing center often w i l l  draw up a l i s t  o f  the desired sup- 
p l ie r  attributes and their relative importance. In one survey, purchasing executives l isted the 
following attributes as most important in inf luencing the relationship between supplier and 
customer: quality products and services, on-time delivery, ethical corporate behavior, honest 
communication, and competit ive prices. Other important factors include repair and servicing 
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Order-routine specification 
The stage of the business 
buying process in which the 
buyer writes the final order 
with the chosen supplier(s1, 
listing the technical 
specifications, quantity 
needed, expected time of 
delivery, return policies, and 
warranties. 

Performance review 
The stage of the business 
buying process in which the 
buyer assesses the 
performance of the supplier 
and decides to contrnue, 
modify, or drop the 
arrangement. 

capabilities, technical aid and advice, geographic location, performance history, and reputa- 
tion. The members of the buying center will rate suppliers against these attributes and iden- 
tify the best suppliers. 

Buyers may attempt to negotiate with preferred suppliers for better prices and terms 
before making the final selections. In the end, they may select a single supplier or a few sup- 
pliers. Many buyers prefer multiple sources of supplies to avoid being totally dependent on 
one supplier and to allow comparisons of prices and performance of several suppliers over 
time. Today's supplier development managers want to develop a-full network of supplier- 
partners that can help the company bring more value to its customers. 

The buyer now prepares an order-routine specification. It includes the final order with the 
chosen supplier or suppliers and lists items such as technical specifications, quantity needed, 
expected time of delivery, return policies, and warranties. In the case of maintenance, repair, 
and operating items, buyers may use blanket contracts rather than periodic purchase orders. 
A blanket contract creates a longterm relationship in which the supplier promises to resupply 
the buyer as needed at agreed prices for a set time period. 

Many large buyers now practice vendor-managed inventory, in which they turn over 
ordering and inventory responsibilities to their suppliers. Under such systems, buyers share 
sales and inventory information directly with key suppliers. The suppliers then monitor 
inventories and replenish stock automatically as needed. 

In this stage, the buyer reviews supplier performance, The buyer may contact users and ask 
them to rate their satisfaction. The performance review may lead the buyer to continue, mod- 
ify, or drop the arrangement. The seller's job is to monitor the same factors used by the buyer 
to make sure that the seller is giving the expected satisfaction. 

The eight stage buying-process model provides a simple view of the business buying as it 
might occur in a new-task buying situation. The actual process is usually much more com- 
plex. In the modified rebuy or straight rebuy situation, some of these stages would be com- 
pressed or bypassed. Each-organization buys in its own way, and each buying situation has 
unique requirements. 

Different buying center participants may be involved at different stages of the process. 
Although certain buying-process steps usually do occur, buyers do not always follow them in 
the same order, and they may add other steps. Often, buyers will repeat certain stages of the 
process. Finally, a customer relationship might involve many different types of purchases 
ongoing at a given time, all in different stages of the buying process. The seller must manage 
the total customer relationship, not just individual purchases. 

E-Procurement: Buying on the Internet 
During the past few years, advances in information technology have changed the face of the 
B-to-B marketing process. Online purchasing, often called eprocurement, has grown rapidly. 

Companies can do e-procurement in ahy of several ways. They can set up their own 
company buying sites. For example, GE operates a company trading site on which it posts its 
buying needs and invites bids, negotiates terms, and places orders. Or the company can create 
exfranef links with key suppliers. For instance, they can create direct procurement accounts 
with suppliers such as Dell or Office Depot through which company buyers can purchase 
equipment, materials, and supplies. 

B-to-B marketers can help customers who wish to purchase online by creating well- 
designed, easy-to-use Web sites. For example, BfoB magazine regularly rates Hewlett- 
Packard's B-to-B Web site among very best. 

The HP site consists of some 1,900 site areas and 2.5 million pages. It integrates an 
enormous amount of product and company information, putting it within only a 
few mouse clicks of customers' computers. IT buying decision makers can enter 
the site, click directly into their customer segment-large enterprise business; 
small or medium business; or government, health, or educational institution-and 
quickly find product overviews, detailed technical information, and purchasing 
solutions. 
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To help customers who wish to purchase online, HP's Web site consists of some 
1,500 site areas and 1 million pages. It provides product overviews, detailed technical 
information, purchasing solutions, e-newsletters, live chats with sales reps, online 
classes, and real-time customer support. 

The site lets customers create cus- 
tomized catalogs for frequently pur- 
chased products, set up automatic 
approval routing for orders, and con- 
duct end-to-end transaction process- 
ing. To build deeper, more personal- 
ized online relationships with 
customers, HP.com features flash 
demos that show how to use the site, 
e-newsletters, live chats with sales 
reps, online classes, and real-time 
customer support. The site has really 
paid off. Roughly 55 percent the 
company's total sales now come 
from the Web site.ll 

E-procurement gives buyers access to 
new suppliers, lowers purchasing costs, and 
hastens order processing and delivery. In 

'turn, business marketers can connect with 
customers online to share marketing infor- 
mation, sell products and services, provide 
customer support services, and maintain 
ongoing customer relationships. 

So far, most of the products bought online are MRO materials-maintenance, repair, and 
operations. For instance, Hewlett-Packard spends 95 percent of its $13 billion MRO budget 
via e-procurement. And last year Delta Air Lines purchased $6.2 billion worth of fuel online. 
National Semiconductor has automated almost all of the company's 3,500 monthly requisi- 
tions to buy materials ranging from the sterile booties worn in its fabrication plants to state-of- 
the-art software. Even the Baltimore Aquarium uses e-procurement to buy everything from 
exotic fish to feeding supplies. It recently spent $6 billion online for architectural services 
and supplies to help construct a new exhibit "Animal Planet Australia: Wild  extreme^."^^ 

The actual dollar amount spent on these types of MRO materials pales in comparison to 
the amount spent for items such as airplane parts, computer systems, and steel tubing. Yet, 
MRO materials make up 80 percent of all business orders and the transaction costs for order 
processing are high. Thus, companies have much to gain by streamlining the MRO buying 
process on the Web. 

Business-to-business e-procurement yields many benefits. First, it shaves transaction 
costs and results in more efficient purchasing for both buyers and suppliers. A Web-powered 
purchasing program eliminates the paperwork associated with traditional requisition and 
ordering procedures. One recent study found that e-procurement cuts down requisition-to- 
order costs by an average of 58 percent.13 

E-procurement reduces the time between order and delivery. Time savings are particularly 
dramatic for companies with many overseas suppliers. Adaptec, a leading supplier of computer 
storage, used an extm.net to tie all of its Taiwanese chip suppliers together in a kind of virtual 
family. Now messages from Adaptec flow in seconds from its headquarters to its Asian partners, 
and Adaptec has reduced the time between the order and delivery of its chips hom as long as 16 
weeks to just 55 days-the same turnaround time for companies that build their own chips. 

Finally, beyond the cost and time savings, e-procurement frees purchasing people to 
focus on more-strategic issues. For many purchasing professionals, going online means reduc- 
ing drudgery and paperwork and spending more time managing inventory and working cre- 
atively with suppliers. "That is the key," says the HP executive. "You can now focus people 
on value-added activities. Procurement professionals can now find different sources and 
work with suppliers to reduce costs and to develop new products."14 

The rapidly expanding use of e-purchasing, however, also presents some problems. For 
example, at the same time that the Web makes it possible for suppliers and customers to share 
business data and even collaborate on product design, it can also erode decades-old customer- 
supplier relationships. Many firms are using the Web to search for better suppliers. 

E-purchasing can also create potential security disasters. Although e-mail and home 
banking transactions can be protected through basic encryption, the secure environment that 
businesses need to carry out confidential interactions is often still lacking. Companies are 
spending millions for research on defensive strategies to keep hackers at bay. Cisco Systems, 
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Institutional market 
Schools, hospitals, nursing 
homes, prisons, and other 
institutions that provide goods 
and services to people in their 
care. 

for example, specifies the types of routers, firewalls, and security procedures that its partners 
must use to safeguard extranet connections. In fact, the company goes even further-it segds 
its own security engineers to examine a partner's defenses and holds the partner liable for any 
security breach that originates from its computer. 

So far, our discussion of organizational buying has focused largely on the buying behavior of 
business buyers. Much of this discussion also applies to the buying practices of institutional 
and government organizations. However, these two nonbusiness markets have additional 
characteristics and needs. In this final section, we address the special features of institutional 
and government markets. 

The institutional market consists of schools, hospitals, nursing homes, prisons, and other 
institutions that provide goods and services to people in their care. Institutions differ from 
one another in their sponsors and in their objectives. For example, Tenet Healthcare runs 70 
for-profit hospitals in 12 states. By contrast, the Shriners Hospitals for Children is a nonprofit 
organization that provides free specialized health care for children, and the government-run 
Veteran Affairs Medical Centers located across the country provide special services to veter- 
ans.15 Each institution has different buying needs and resources. 

Many institutional markets are characterized by low budgets and .captive patrons. For 
example, hospital patients have little choice but to eat whatever food the hospital supplies. A 
hospital purchasing agent must decide on the quality of food to buy for patients. Because the 
food is provided as a part of a total service package, the buying objective is not profit. Nor is 
strict cost minimization the goal-patients receiving poor-quality food will complain to oth- 
ers and damage the hospital's reputation. Thus, the hospital purchasing agent must search for 
institutional-food vendors whose quality meets or exceeds a certain minimum standard and 

Ei Institutional markets: Heinz produces, packages, and prices its products 
differently to better serve the requirements of hospitals, colleges, and other 
institutional markets. 

Government market 
Governmental units-federal, _ 
state, and local-that 
purchase or rent goods and 
services for carrying out the 
main functions of 
government. 

whose prices are low. 
Many marketers set up separate divisions to 

meet the special characteristics and needs of 
institutional buyers. For example, Heinz pro- 
duces, packages, and prices its ketchup and 
other condiments, canned soups, frozen 
desserts, pickles, and other products differently 
to better serve the requirements of hospitals, 
colleges, and other institutional markets. Nearly I 

20 percent of the company's saleg come from its 
U.S. Foodservice division, which includes insti- I 
tutional customers.16 

I 

The government market offers large opportuni- 
ties for many companies, both big and small. In 
most countries, government organizations are 
major buyers of goods and services. In the 
United States alone, federal, state, and local 
governments contain more than 82,000 buying 
units. Government buying and business b v i n g  
are similar in many ways. But there are'also 

differences that must be understood by companies that wish to sell products and services to 
governments. To succeed in the government market, sellers must locate key decision mak- 
ers, identify the factors that affect buyer behavior, and understand the buying decision 
process. 

Government organizations typically require suppliers to submit bids, and normally they 
award the contract to the lowest bidder. In some cases, the government unit will make 
allowance for the supplier's superior quality or reputation for completing contracts on time. 
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Governments will also buy on a negotiated contract basis, primarily in the case of complex 
projects involving major R&D costs and risks, and in cases where there is little competition. 

Government organizations tend to favor domestic suppliers over foreign suppliers. A 
major complaint of multinationals operating in Europe is that each country shows favoritism 
toward its nationals in spite of superior offers that are made by foreign firms. The European 
Economic Commission is gradually removing this bias. 

Like consumer and business buyers, government buyers are affected by environmental, 
organizational, interpersonal, and individual factors. One unique thing about government 
buying is that it is carefully watched by outside publics, ranging from Congress to a variety of 
private groups interested in how the government spends taxpayers' money. Because their 
spending decisions are subject to public review, government organizations require consider- 
able paperwork from suppliers, who often complain about excessive paperwork, bureaucracy, 
regulations, decision-making delays, and frequent shifts in procurement personnel. 

Given all the red tape, why would any firm want to do business with the U.S. govern- 
ment? The reasons are quite simple: The U.S. government is the world's largest buyer of prod- 
ucts and services-and its checks don't bounce. For example, last year, the federal government 
spent a whopping $65 billion on information technology alone. The Transportation Security 
Agency spent more than $380 million just for electronic baggage screening technology.17 

Most governments provide would-be suppliers with detailed guides describing how to 
sell to the government. For example, the U.S. Small Business Administration publishes a 
guide entitled U. S. Government Purchasing, Specifications, and Sales Directory, which lists 
products and services frequently bought by the federal government and the specific agencies 
most frequently buying them. The Government Printing Office issues the Commerce Business 
Daily, which lists major current and planned purchases and recent contract awards, both of 
which can provide leads to subcontracting markets. The U.S. Commerce Department pub- 
lishes Business America, which provides interpretations of government policies and pro- 
grams and gives concise information on potential worldwide trade opportunities. 

In several major cities, the General Services Administration operates Business Service 
Centers with staffs to provide a complete education on the way government agencies buy, the 
steps that suppliers should follow, and the procurement opportunities available. Various trade 
magazines and associations provide information on how to reach schools, hospitals, highway 
departments, and other government agencies. And almost all of these government organiza- 
tions and associations maintain Internet sites offering up-to-date information and advice. 

Still, suppliers must master the system and find ways to cut through the red tape, espe- 
cially for large government purchases. Consider Envisage Technologies, a small software 
development company that specializes in Internet-based training applications and human 
resource management platforms. All of its contracts fall in the government sector; 65 percent 
are with the federal government. Envisage uses the General Services Administration (GSA) 
Web site to gain access to smaller procurements, often receiving responses within 14 days. 
However, it puts the most sweat into seeking large, highly coveted contracts. A comprehen- 
sive bid proposal for one of these contracts can easily run from 600 to-700 pages because of 
federal paperwork requirements. And the company's president estimates that to prepare a sin- 
gle bid proposal the firm has spent as many as 5,000 man-hours over the course of a few 
years.18 

Noneconomic criteria also play a growing role in government buying. Government buyers 
are asked to favor depressed business firms and areas; small business firms; minority-owned 
firms; and business firms that avoid race, gender, or age discrhnination. Sellers need to keep 
these factors in mind when deciding to seek government business. 

Many companies that sell to the government have not been very marketing oriented for a 
number of reasons. Total government spending is determined by elected officials rather than 
by any marketing effort to develop this market. Government buying has emphasized price, 
making suppliers invest their effort in technology to bring costs down. When the product's 
characteristics are specified carefully, product differentiation is not a marketing factor. Nor do 
advertising or personal selling matter much in winning bids on an open-bid basis. 

' 

Several companies, however, have established separate government marketing depart- 
ments, including GE, CDW, Kodak, and Goodyear. These companies anticipate government 
needs and projects, participate in the product specification phase, gather competitive intelli- 
gence, prepare bids carefully, and produce stronger communications to describe and enhance 
their companies' reputations. 

Other companies have set up customized marketing programs for government buyers. For 
example, Dell has specific business units tailored to meet the needs of federal as well as state 
and local government buyers. Dell offers its customers tailor-made Premier ~e l l . com Web 
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pages tha t  i n c l u d e  special pr ic ing,  on l ine  purchasing, and service a n d  support  for each city, 
state, and federal government entity. 

D u r i n g  the  pas t  decade, a great dea l  o f  the  government's b u y i n g  has gone onl ine.  T h e  
Federal  Business Opportuni t ies Web site (www.FedBizOpps.gov) acts as a single government 
p o i n t  o f  en t ry  fo r  federal government procurement opportuni t ies over the  amount  o f  $25,000. 
T h e  three federal agencies tha t  act as purchasing agents fo r  the  rest o f  government have  also 
l a u n c h e d  W e b  sites suppor t ing  o n l i n e  government  purchas ing  act iv i ty .  T h e  GSA, w h i c h  
inf luences m o r e  than one-quarter o f  the  federal government's to ta l  procurement dollars, has 
set up a GSA Advantage! Web site (www.gsaadvantage.gov). T h e  Defense Logist ics Agency 
offers a Procurement Gateway (http://progate.daps.dla.mil) fo r  purchases by America's mili- 
tary services. And the  Department  o f  Veteran Af fa i rs  facilitates e-procurement th rough i t s  V A  
Advantage! Web site (https://vaadvantage.gsa.gov). 

S u c h  sites a l l o w  author ized defense and c i v i l i a n  agencies t o  buy everyth ing f r o m  off ice 
suppl ies,  food, and i n f o r m a t i o n  techno logy  e q u i p m e n t  t o  cons t ruc t ion  services t h r o u g h  
on l ine  purchasing. The  GSA, VA, and DLA n o t  o n l y  se l l  stocked merchandise th rough the i r  
Web sites but also create d i rect  l i n k s  be tween buyers and contract suppliers. F o r  example, the  
b ranch  o f  the  DLA that  sells 160,000 types o f  med ica l  suppl ies t o  military forces transmits 
orders d i rect ly  t o  vendors such  as Bristol-Myers. Such  Internet  systems promise  t o  e l iminate 
m u c h  o f  the  hassle sometimes f o u n d  in deal ing w i t h  government purchasing.lg 

Business markets and consumer markets are alike in some key ways. For 
example, both include people in buying roles who make purchase deci- 
sions to satisfy needs. But business markets also differ in many ways 
from consumer markets. For one thing, the business market is enormous, 
far larger than the consumer market. Within the United States alone, the 
business market includes organizations that annually purchase trillions of 
dollars' worth of goods and services. 

1. Define the business market and explain how business markets differ 
from consumer markets. 
Business buyer behaviorrefers to the buying behavior of the organiza- 
tions that buy goods and services for use in the production of other 
products and services that are sold, rented, or supplied to others. It 
also includes the behavior of retailing and wholesaling firms that 
acquire goods for the purpose of reselling or renting them to others at 
a profit. 

As compared to consumer markets, business markets usually 
have fewer, larger buyers who are more geographically concentrated. 
Business demand is derived, largely inelastic, and more fluctuating. 
More buyers are usually involved in the business buying decision, and 
business buyers are better trained and more professional than are 
consumer buyers. In general, business purchasing decisions are 
more complex, and the buying process is more formal than consumer 
buying. 

2. Identify the major factors that influence business buyer behavior. 
Business buyers make decisions that vary with the three types of 
buyingsituations: straight rebuys, modified rebuys, and new tasks. 
The decision-making unit of a buying organization-the buying 
center-can consist of many different persons playing many differ- 
ent roles. The business marketer needs to know the following: Who 
are the major buying center participants? In what decisions do they 
exercise influence and to what degree? What evaluation criteria 
does each decision participant use? The business marketer also 

-needs to understand the major environmental, organizational, inter- 
personal, and individual influences on the buying process. 

3. List and define the steps in the business buying decision process. 
The business buying decision process itself can be quite involved, 
with eight basic stages: problem recognition, general need descrip- 
tion, product specification, supplier search, proposal solicitation, sup- 
plier selection, order-routine specification, and performance review. 
Buyers who face a new-task buying situation usually go through all 
stages of the buying process. Buyers making modified or straight 
rebuys may skip some of the stages. Companies must manage the 
overall customer relationship, which often includes many different 
buying decisions in various stages of the buying decision process. 

Recent advances in information technology have given birth to 
"e-procurement," by which business buyers are purchasing all kinds of 
products and services online. The Internet gives business buyers access 
to new suppliers, lowers purchasing costs, and hastens order process- 
ing and delivery. However, e-procurement can also erode customer- 
supplier relationships and create potential security problems. Still, busi- 
ness marketers are increasingly connecting with customers online to 
share marketing information, sell products and services, provide cus- 
tomer support services, and maintain ongoing customer relationships. 

4. Compare the institutional and government markets and explain how 
:.institutional and government buyers make their buying decisions. 
The institutional market consists of schools, hospitals, prisons, and 
other institutions that provide goods and services to people in their 
care. These markets are characterized by low budgets and captive 
patrons. The government market, which is vast, consists of govern- 
ment units-federal, state, and local-that purchase or rent goods 
and services for carrying out the main functions of government. 

Government buyers purchase products and services for defense, 
education, public welfare, and other public needs. Government buying 
practices are highly specialized and specified, with open bidding or 
negotiated contracts characterizing most of the buying. Government 
buyers operate under the watchful eye of Congress and many private 
watchdog groups. Hence, they tend to require more forms and signa- 
tures and to respond more slowly and deliberately when placing orders. 
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Disoussing the Concepts 
1. How do the market structure and demand of the business markets 

for Intel's microprocessor chips differ from those of final consumer 
markets? 

2. Discuss several ways in which a straight rebuy differs from a new- 
task situation. 

3. In a buying center purchasing process, which buying center 
participant-a buyer, decider, gatekeeper, influencer, or user-is 
most likely to make each of the following statements? 
Gil "This bonding agent better be good, because I have to put this 

product together." 
SI "I specified this bonding agent on another job, and it worked 

for them." 
"Without an appointment, no sales rep gets in to see Mr. 
Johnson." 

"Okay, it's a deal-we'll buy it." 
"I'll place the order first thing tomorrow." 

4. Outline the major influences on business buyers. Why is it impor- 
tant for the business-to-business buyer to understand these major 
influences? 

5. How does the business buying process differ from the consumer 
buying process? 

6. Suppose that you own a small printing firm and have the opportunity 
to bid on a federal government contract that could bring a consider- 
able amount of new business to your company. List three advan- 
tages and.three disadvantages of working in a contract situation with 
the federal government. 

1. Burst-of-Energy is a food product positioned in the extreme sports Price 
market as a performance enhancer. A distributor of the product 
has seen an upward shift in the demand for the product (depicted 
in the figure at the right). The manufacturer has done nothing to 
generate this demand, but there have been a couple of reports 

$2.00 
that two popular celebrities were photographed with the product. 
Could something like this happen? Based on the figure, how would 
you characterize the demand for the product? is it elastic or inelas- 
tic? Would you call this an example of fluctuating demand? 
Support your answers. 1,000,000 2,000,000 Quantity 

2. Assume that you own a market research consulting firm that spe- 
cializes in conducting focus groups for food manufacturers. Your 3. Form a small group and compare the similarities and differences 
customers are marketing managers and market research managers between a buyer at a Veteran's Administration Hospital and a buyer 
at these large firms. Outline your business consumers' buying at a for-profit hospital like Humana. Compare the buyers on the fol- 
process and explain how you can improve your chances of being lowing four factors: environmental, organizational, interpersonal, 
hired at each step of the process. and individual. 

Social networking is a hot topic in Internet marketing. Web sites including social networking to drive real business for clients by locating prospects. 
friendster.com and myspace.com are crowded meeting grounds for Web A sample scenario on InnerSell.com works like this: 
visitors who are hoping to get connected online. Social networking is also a. An InnerSeli.com member, who sells real estate, talks to a 
a growing technology for B-to-B interactions. From finding services, locat- prospect or customer and learns that it has a need for $50,000 
ing opportunities, even recruiting board members, these sites offer what worth of photocopiers. 
business consumers need. InnerSell.com is a company that is using 
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The member enters the need (lead) into InnerSell.com and 
sees a list of trusted photocopier vendors along with their rat- 
ings and their finder's fee. 
The member views each vendor's ratings and selects two pho- 
tocopier vendors who pay a 10 percent finder's fee. 
The selected vendors receive an e-mail advising them that 
they've been chosen and instructing them to log into 
InnerSell.com to see the details of the opportunity. 
When a selected vendor sees the lead, contacts the customer, 
and wins the business, it pays InnerSell.com its 10 percent 
finder's fee (in this case, $5,000). 

You are the senior buyer for a growing medical products company and an 
avid baseball fan. You have just opened an invitation to attend the World 
Series this coming fall. The invitation is from a supplier company that has 
been trying to sell you its new line of products for the past year. The sup- 
plier will pay for everything-travel, room, meals-and you'll even get an 
opportunity to meet some of the players. You have read the newly 
released employee manual and there is no reference or rule that specifi- 
cally states that an employee cannot accept a fully paid trip from a ven- 
dor, although there are some vague restrictions on lunches and dinners 
paid for by suppliers. 

f. InnerSell.com then passes $3,500 of the winning vendor's 
finder's fee to the member who entered the winning lead. 

1. At what stagets) of the business buying process does Innersell. 
corn operate? 

2. What types of businesses is this best suited to serve? 

3. What are some weaknesses with this technology? 

1. Do you accept or decline the invitation? \ 

2. Just because it is not specifically mentioned in the employee man- 
ual, would you be acting ethically if you accepted? 

3. Do you think the supplier will expect "special" treatment in the next 
buying situation? 

4. How would other company employees interpret your acceptance of 
this invitation? 

With nearly 60,000 employees doing business in 125 countries and sales 
last year of more than $11 billion, Eaton is one of the world's largest sup- 
pliers of diversified industrial goods. Eaton's products make cars more 
peppy, 18 wheelers safer to drive, and airliners more fuel efficient. So why 
haven't you heard of the company? Because Eaton sells its products not 
to end consumers but to other businesses. 

At Eaton, B-to-B marketing means working closely with customers to 
develop a better product. So the company partners with its sophisticated, 
knowledgeable clients to create total solutions that meet their needs. 
Along the way, Eaton maps the decision-making process to better under- 
stand the concerns and interests of decision makers. In the end, Eaton's 

success depends on its ability to provide high-quality, dependable cus- 
tomer service and product support. Through service and support, Eaton 
develops a clear understanding of consumer needs and builds stronger 
relationships with clients. 

After viewing the video featuring Eaton, answer the following questions 
about business markets and business buyer behavior. 

1. What is Eaton's value proposition? 

2. To which decision makers does Eaton market its products and 
services? 

3. How does Eaton add value to its products and services? 

"You press the button-we do the rest." With that simple 
slogan, George Eastman unveiled the first Kodak camera in 
1888-yes, 1888, more than 118 years ago. In 1900, Kodak 
launched its famous Brownie cameras, which it priced at 
$1.00, opening the photography market to millions. 
Throughout the twentieth century, Kodak dominated the 
photography business. By 2000, Kodak was one of the most 
recognized and trusted brands in the world. Many people 
referred to the company as "Big Yellow." The company saw 

itself as being in the memory business, not in the photogra- 
phy business. 

Despite its storied past, however, entering the new millen- 
nium, Kodak faced many new challenges that would require 
it to rethink and perhaps redesign its business strategy. The 
company's stock price, which had reached an historic peak 
of $90 in 1997, had been plummeting, and the company had 
begun to lay off workers. 



Several factors were causing Kodak's problems. First, 
although Kodak had been the first company to produce a 
digital camera in 1976, it had been reluctant to develop the 
technology. The core of Kodak's business strategy had 
always been the three-fold foundation of commercial and 
consumer photography: film, photo-developing chemicals, 
and light-sensitive paper. Like many other companies, 
Kodak believed that consumers would be slow to adopt dig- 
ital technology. But what held the company back even more 
was that a shift toward digital would to some extent have 
been a shift away from George Eastman's legacy. Thus, 
Kodak saw every digital camera consumers purchased as 
another nail in the coffin of the company's heart and soul. 

Second, despite Kodak's dominance in traditional pho- 
tography, many competitors, especially Fuji, were exposing 
flaws in Kodak's marketing and stealing market share. 
Third, competition from an unexpected source-cellular 
phone manufacturers-surprised Kodak. Nokia introduced 
the first cellular phone with a built-in camera in November 
2001. Although many people thought such phones would 
only be toys, consumers began snapping them up. By 2003, 
sales of camera phones doubled the sales of conventional 
digital cameras. Further, analysts predicted correctly that 
the number of cell phones with cameras would increase 
dramatically during the early 2000s. 

Finally, consumers who owned digital cameras or cell- 
phone cameras were increasingly using their PCs and print- 
ers to download and print their own pictures, if they 
printed them at all. Analysts discovered that consumers 
printed only 2 percent of camera-phone pictures in the 
United States, versus 10 percent in Japan. 

Up through the 1980s, when consumers wanted to develop 
pictures, they took their film rolls to local drugstores, dis- 
count department stores, or photo shops. These stores sent 
the film to regional labs run by Kodak and others, which 
produced the prints and returned them to the store for 
pickup. This process took many days. Then, with the devel- 
opment of the self-contained photo lab, retailers could place 
a machine directly in their store that would do all the photo 
processing. These photo labs allowed the retailers to offer 
faster service-even one-hour service. 

As consumers demanded more one-hour photo develop- 
ing, Kodak agreed to help Walgreens, the nation's largest drug- 
store chain, set up a national one-hour photo business. Kodak 
had been the exclusive supplier of photo-developing services 
to Walgreens for years. In response to the request, Kodak pro- 
vided minilabs, which it bought from a Swiss manufacturer, 
that handled the photo developing on-site, collecting fees 
for leasing the equipment. Kodak even loaned Walgreens 
$31.6 million, interest free, to help it implement the system. 

Problems developed, however, when the minilabs 
proved to be unreliable. They broke down up to 11 times a 
month due to paper jams and software glitches. It often took 
two to three days to get the machines serviced, and when 
they were, customers' film in the machines was exposed to 
light when service people opened the machines. 

As a result, in 2001, Walgreens quietly began to install 
Fuji minilabs in some of its California stores. Fuji's 
machines, in  addition to handling traditional film, also 
allowed consumers to make prints from their digital cam- 
eras' memory devices, something Kodak's did not do. Kodak 
began selling kits to allow its minilabs to handle digital 
prints, but Walgreens officials believed Kodak's prints were 
lower quality. By early 2004, Fuji had 1,500 minilabs in 
Walgreens' almost 4,300 outlets. 

Walgreens also approached Kodak about developing a 
Walgreens Internet site that would allow consumers to 
upload digital photos over the Web. Kodak would then store 
images and allow customers to order prints, which would 
then be mailed to them. Walgreens did not like Kodak's pro- 
posal as it minimized the Walgreens role and allowed 
Kodak to keep the pictures on its site, gaining an advantage 
in future customer orders. Despite these concerns, 
Walgreens was about to sign a deal with Kodak when two 
top officials, who favored Kodak, retired. The company 
then nixed the deal and started developing its.own Web site 
with Fuji, which was comfortable with a less prominent 
role. Walgreens launched its Web service in 2003, with Fuji 
carrying out the photo developing. 

Given all this, in early 2003, Kodak reevaluated its strategy. 
It recognized that the time had come to fully embrace the 
digital age. In September 2003, Kodak announced a historic 
shift in  its strategy. It would now focus on digital imaging 
for consumers, businesses, and health care providers. The 
company would reduce its dependence on traditional film, 
boost investment in nonphotographic markets, and pursue 
digital markets, such as inkjet printers and high-end digital 
printing. These moves would put it in  direct competition 
with entrenched competitors, such as HP, Canon, Seiko, 
Epson, and Xerox. It was a necessary but risky shift-at the 
time, traditional film and photography accounted 
for 70 percent of Kodak's revenue and all of its operating 
profits. 

By 2004, Kodak had laid out a complete four-year 
restructuring plan. The plan was that Kodak's traditional 
business would progressively contribute less as a percent- 
age of revenues and earnings while the digital business 
would contribute more. As a part of the shift in  strategy, 
Kodak stopped selling reloadable film cameras in the 
United States, Canada, and Europe. In 2005, Kodak focused 
intensely on further executing the strategic plan. CEO 
Antonio Perez even asserted, "Soon, I'm not going to be 
answering questions about film because I won't know. It 
will be too small for me to get involved." Given the criti- 
cism that Kodak had taken for its sluggish move to a digital 
strategy, this was a welcome statement to many. 

CEO Perez made some dramatic moves. He divided the 
company into four distinct units: imaging, commercial 
print, medical, and traditional film. To assist in  phasing out 
the film business and to stop the "bleeding year after year," 

(case continues) 
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